
SMART SECURITY AI CAMERA HUB
Keeping our homes as secure as possible is 
something that we all strive towards, especially 
when it comes to the safety of our families. That 
is why Clarke Infinity are now offering you the 
new must-have addition to your home security 
system – the Clarke Smart AI Camera Hub.  

This brand-new intelligent software acts as an 
extension to your home security system. Say 
goodbye to waking up in the middle of the night 
to the cat setting off your home alarm – this 
fantastic technology can detect the difference 
between human and animal movement. 

This new hub gives you, the user, the ability to  
pick and choose what you wish to be notified 
about, from cars and people, to identifying 
specific delivery companies such as Royal Mail. 
Feel at ease in your home and reassured that any 
alarms are only set off due to accurate detection 
of movement. 

The Clarke Smart AI Camera Hub allows you to enjoy the 
following added benefits to your security system: 

•   Easy-to-use application, compatible with both iPhone  
and Android

•   Access securely and stream from your phone, laptop or 
tablet anywhere, anytime

•   Ability to differentiate between human and animal 
movement reduces false alarms and improves accuracy  
of intruder alerts

•  Clear, reliable picture quality

•  Identify movement in low light conditions

•   Personalise how much information your app provides 
on detected movement, improving alerts by providing 
feedback through the app

•  Motion-triggered security lighting during set hours

•   Choose to be notified about movement from cars, people, 
trucks, buses and more 

•   The AI management hub is an intelligent software and  
a suitable extension for IP security cameras by over  
50 manufacturers

•   Programmed into your system by the Clarke Infinity team 
seamlessly incorporating the new technology
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Give the Clarke team a call on 01277 
624444 to book a consultation and  
start the journey to a safer home today. 


